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this book offers the perfect two year course for students revising for csec mathematics it provides coverage fo all csec topics and includes examination papers with
answers for revision short answer and objective type tests at the end of each chapter aid students revision biology for cxc is a comprehensive course for students in
their fourth and fifth years of secondary school who are preparing for the cxc examinations in biology the book has seven main sections each divided into smaller self
contained units to allow a flexible approach to teaching and learning heinemann physics for cxc is a lively accessible textbook written by norman lambert the well
repsected author and teacher and experienced teachers natasha lewis dos santos and tricia a samuel the authors have drawn on their many years of teaching written
specifically for caribbean secondary schools heinemann mathematics for cxc provides a firm foundation in mathematics at this level and raises the competence and
confidence of students as their cxc examination approaches the friendly approach of developed exclusively with the caribbean examinations council this study guide
will provide you with the support to maximise your performance in csec english a written by a team of experts in the syllabus and the examination this study guide
covers all the essential information and has online support each topic begins with key learning outcomes and contains a range of features to enhance your study of
the subject a concise well organised text with well annotated study diagrams covers all the material required by the csec syllabus at general proficiency level divided
into four sections principles of chemistry inorganic chemistry organic chemistry chemistry in industry key features of this book include thorough coverage of all the
key concepts in office procedures complete and thorough coverage of the current cxc syllabus obviating the need to use several texts detailed guidance for the sba
compondent of the syl physics for cxc is a complete course book covering all the physics required for the cxc syllabus all topics are carefully explained from a basic
starting point which assumes very little prior knowledge or mathematical skill this textbook provides a full two year course for students in the fourth and fifth years of
caribbean secondary schools the book revises and develops all the language skills that students need to help them achieve the best result in their examinations the
text features a wide range of stimulating passages writing from all genres exercises and activites to challenge and motivate all abilities attention to developing
competence in all the language skills and particular focus on improved accuracy in comprehension and writing no description available this textbook is the ideal
student mathematics coursebook for the two years leading up to the cxc examination written to give students a thorough preparation for the examination the book
provides comprehensive coverage of all areas of the mathematics syllabus and ample practice in the types of question that feature in the examination itself this book
of ten multiple choice practice tests is designed especially for students preparing for the cxc general proficiency examinations in mathematics all the questions are
patterned along the lines of those used in the cxc examination and each test follows the format of the examination itself the tests are clearly laid out to enable ease
of use and marking developed exclusively with the caribbean examinations council this study guide will provide you with the support to maximise your performance in
csec information technology written by a team of experts in the examination the syllabus and teachers this study guide covers all the essential information in an easy
to use double page spread format each topic begins with key learning outcomes and contains a range of features to enhance your study of the subject developed
exclusively with the caribbean examinations council this study guide will provide you with the support to maximise your performance in csec principles of accounts
written by a team of experts in the examination the syllabus and teaching thsi study guide covers all the essential information in an easy to use double page spread
format each topic begins with key learning outcomes and contains a range of features to help you enhance your study of the subject written by experienced teachers
and experts building and furniture technology for csec takes a skills led approach it concentrates on the development of skills critical thinking and teamwork providing
a firm foundation for the sba further study and beyond compiled with the approval of the caribbean examinations council by editors who have served as csec english
panel members this edition meets the requirements of the latest csec syllabuses a and b in english it includes all the prescribed poems to help students prepare
effectively for the csec examination stimulate an interest in and enjoyment of poetry with a selection of poems across a wide range of themes and subjects a balance
of well known poems from the past as well as more recent works and a selection from the caribbean and the rest of the world provoke discussion and help student s
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analysis with notes on each poem questions and a useful checklist includes practical guidance for students on how to tackle examination questions with examples of
model answers for reference developed exclusively with the caribbean examinations council this study guide provides you with additional support to maximise your
performance in cape communication studies written by an experienced team of teachers and experts in the syllabus and the examination this study guide covers all
the key elements of the syllabus in an easy to use double page format with a range of features designed to enhance study features include activities and tips as well
as examination practice and sample answers to build assessment confidence space a children s encyclopedia is completely revised and updated for 2020 with new
images and information to cover the latest developments in all things space y from space travel and exploration to the wonders of the solar system such as the moon
and the sun and the mysteries of the universe such as dark matter and black holes this ebook covers all you need to know about the cosmos the most up to date
images from space agencies such as nasa and esa combine with info panels timelines interviews diagrams and activities you can do at home to help you understand
the majesty and wonder of space learn about the space race the apollo moon landings the voyager craft that first probed the outer planets and have now left the
solar system the hubble telescope and the international space station iss the state of the art science laboratory orbiting earth as well as future missions space tourism
and the latest discoveries in the furthest reaches of our galaxy discover how to work out the constellations and where to look for prominent stars and planets in the
night sky such as venus and mars and how galaxies such as our milky way work and were formed part of a series of best selling encyclopedias for children space a
children s encyclopedia is a rocket ride from the beginning of time to the near future and from planet earth out to the furthest reaches of the universe from the moon
sun and planets of our solar system to space exploration black holes and dark matter this completely revised and updated children s encyclopedia covers all you need
to know about the cosmos the most up to date images from space agencies such as nasa and esa combine with info panels timelines interviews diagrams and
activities you can do at home to help you understand the majesty and wonder of space learn about the space race the apollo moon landings the voyager craft that
first probed the outer planets the hubble telescope and the international space station iss the state of the art laboratory orbiting earth find out about future missions
space tourism and the latest discoveries in the furthest reaches of our galaxy discover how to find constellations and where to look for stars and planets including
venus and mars in the night sky learn how galaxies such as our milky way were formed part of a series of best selling encyclopedias for children space a children s
encyclopedia is a rocket ride from the beginning of time to the near future and from planet earth out to the furthest reaches of the universe in this new century
mankind faces ever more challenging environmental and publichealthproblems suchaspollution invasionbyexoticspecies theem gence of new diseases or the
emergence of diseases into new regions west nile virus sars anthrax etc andtheresurgenceofexistingdiseases in uenza malaria tb hiv aids etc mathematical models
have been successfully used to study many biological epidemiological and medical problems and nonlinear and complex dynamics have been observed in all of those
contexts mathematical studies have helped us not only to better understand these problems but also to nd solutions in some cases such as the prediction and control
of sars outbreaks understanding hiv infection and the investi tion of antibiotic resistant infections in hospitals
structuredpopulationmodelsdistinguishindividualsfromoneanother cording to characteristics such as age size location status and movement to determine the birth
growth and death rates interaction with each other and with environment infectivity etc the goal of structured population models is to understand how these
characteristics a ect the dynamics of these models and thus the outcomes and consequences of the biological and epidemiolo cal processes there is a very large and
growing body of literature on these topics this book deals with the recent and important advances in the study of structured population models in biology and
epidemiology there are six chapters in this book written by leading researchers in these areas fully meets the requirements of the latest csec syllabus complete
coverage of the core options plus the options in communications tourism and consumer affairs including co operatives practical guidance on how to approach the
school based assessment and on the alternative to the school based assessment activities develop social studies skills and exam practice questions help students
prepare for their exam developed exclusively with the caribbean examinations council this study guide will provide you with the support to maximise your
performance in csec english b written by a team of experts in the syllabus and the examination this study guide covers all the essential information in an easy to use
double page spread format and also with online support each topic begins with key learning outcomes and contains a range of features to enhance your study of the
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subject this concise revision guide offers complete coverage of the csec integrated science syllabus features includes checkpoints to test yourself answers exam
questions annotated study diagrams and examiner s tips to get inside information on scoring high marks principles of accounts is a major new textbook which
provides in depth coverage of all aspects of the cxc principles of accounts and book keeping syllabuses at basic and general levels it is also an invaluable resource
book for students preparing for advanced level accounting and for those taking accounting examinations with other examining bodies emphasis is placed on a clear
thorough step by step presentation suitable for both classroom use and self study worked examples of typical exam style questions reinforce the text and illustrate
the layout of different kinds of accounts numerous exercises in each chapter give students plenty of practice on questions based on cxc requirements selected
answers are given at the back of the book written by experienced teachers and experts technical drawing for csec takes a skills led approach it concentrates on the
development of skills critical thinking and teamwork providing a firm foundation for the sba further study and beyond written for use in secondary and commercial
schools throughout the caribbean this book is primarily designed for students preparing for the caribbean examinations council cxc examinations as well as other
examinations in business studies and will also prove useful to those wishing to know something about the world of business today developed exclusively with the
caribbean examinations council this study guide will provide you with the support to maximise your performance in csec integrated science written by a team of
experts in the syllabus and the examination this study guide covers all the essential information in an easy to use double page spread format each topic begins with
key learning outcomes and contains a range of features to enhance your study of the subject developed exclusively with the caribbean examinations council this
study guide will provide you with the support to maximise your performance in csec principles of business written by a team of experts in the examination the
syllabus and teachers this study guide covers all the essential information in an easy to use double page spread format each topics begins with key learning
outcomes and contains a range of features to enhance your study of the subject for cxc students who want to prepare fully for their exams cxc study guides are a
series of titles that provide students with additional support to pass the exam cxc study guides are a unique product that have been written by experienced
examiners at cxc and carry the board s exclusive branding developed exclusively with the caribbean examinations council this study guide provides you with support
to maximise your performance in csec physical education and sport written by teachers examiners and experts in the field it covers all the elements of the syllabus in
the examination in an easy to use double page spread format and a range of features designed to enhance study features include activities and tips as well as
examination practice and sample answers to build assessment confidence developed exclusively with the caribbean examinations council this study guide will provide
you with the support to maximise your performance in csec mathematics written by a team of experts in the syllabus and the examination this study guide covers all
the essential information in an easy to use double page spread format and with online support each topic begins with key learning outcomes and contains a range of
features to enhance your study of the subject oxford mathematics for the caribbean has been updated to cater for the needs of the classroom in the 21st century
features of each book in the series include prior learning points fully differentiated exercises to cater for a wide range of ability activities and investigations to
encourage mathematical thinking summaries of the main points of each unit with questions to check understanding so that students can test themselves and regular
revision exercises to help monitor progress the series is intended for secondary school pupils studying for the caribbean examinations council cxc examinations in
mathematics durante largo tiempo los agujeros negros vivieron solo en las pizarras de los físicos teóricos pero en las últimas décadas se han obtenido pruebas
irrefutables de su existencia son lugares en los que la gravedad se hace tan extrema que se produce una profunda distorsión del espacio y el tiempo hasta hacerlos
irreconocibles vacíos capaces de atrapar en su interior cualquier masa incluida la luz el gran espectÁculo del cosmos vivimos en una auténtica edad de oro de la
exploración los observatorios de última generación han cartografiado las regiones más alejadas del cosmos y las sondas espaciales nos han permitido contemplar de
primera mano el sistema solar galaxia nos descubre la nueva y asombrosa visión del universo resultante de esos avances the present book cases of assessment in
mathematics education is one of two studies resulting from an icmi study conference on assessment in mathematics education and its effects the book which is
published in the series of icmi studies under the general editorship of the president and secretary of icmi is closely related to another study resulting from the same
conference investigations into assessment in mathematics education niss 1992 the two books although originating from the same sources and having the same editor
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emphasize different aspects of assessment in mathematics education and can be read independently of one another while the present book is devoted to presenting
and discussing cases of assessment that are actually implemented the other study attempts to critically analyze general and principal aspects of assessment
naturally the content of either book is enriched by the materials and perspectives provided by the other one in order to put this book and its background into context
the nature and scope of the icmi studies are outlined briefly below



CXC Information Technology
2004-03

this book offers the perfect two year course for students revising for csec mathematics it provides coverage fo all csec topics and includes examination papers with
answers for revision short answer and objective type tests at the end of each chapter aid students revision

CXC Basic Mathematics
1988

biology for cxc is a comprehensive course for students in their fourth and fifth years of secondary school who are preparing for the cxc examinations in biology the
book has seven main sections each divided into smaller self contained units to allow a flexible approach to teaching and learning

Biology for CXC
2000-07

heinemann physics for cxc is a lively accessible textbook written by norman lambert the well repsected author and teacher and experienced teachers natasha lewis
dos santos and tricia a samuel the authors have drawn on their many years of teaching

Heinemann Physics for CXC
2000

written specifically for caribbean secondary schools heinemann mathematics for cxc provides a firm foundation in mathematics at this level and raises the
competence and confidence of students as their cxc examination approaches the friendly approach of

Heinemann Mathematics for CXC
2000

developed exclusively with the caribbean examinations council this study guide will provide you with the support to maximise your performance in csec english a
written by a team of experts in the syllabus and the examination this study guide covers all the essential information and has online support each topic begins with
key learning outcomes and contains a range of features to enhance your study of the subject



CXC Study Guide: English A for CSEC®
2017-10-05

a concise well organised text with well annotated study diagrams

Physics - a Concise Revision Course for CXC
1999

covers all the material required by the csec syllabus at general proficiency level divided into four sections principles of chemistry inorganic chemistry organic
chemistry chemistry in industry

CXC Chemistry
1985

key features of this book include thorough coverage of all the key concepts in office procedures complete and thorough coverage of the current cxc syllabus obviating
the need to use several texts detailed guidance for the sba compondent of the syl

Heinemann Office Procedures for CXC
2000

physics for cxc is a complete course book covering all the physics required for the cxc syllabus all topics are carefully explained from a basic starting point which
assumes very little prior knowledge or mathematical skill

Physics for CXC
1999-06

this textbook provides a full two year course for students in the fourth and fifth years of caribbean secondary schools the book revises and develops all the language
skills that students need to help them achieve the best result in their examinations the text features a wide range of stimulating passages writing from all genres
exercises and activites to challenge and motivate all abilities attention to developing competence in all the language skills and particular focus on improved accuracy
in comprehension and writing



Mastering English for CXC
2002

no description available

Proficiency in Grammar and Language for CXC
2014-11

this textbook is the ideal student mathematics coursebook for the two years leading up to the cxc examination written to give students a thorough preparation for the
examination the book provides comprehensive coverage of all areas of the mathematics syllabus and ample practice in the types of question that feature in the
examination itself

Mastering Information Technology for CXC CSEC CAPE
2000-06-19

this book of ten multiple choice practice tests is designed especially for students preparing for the cxc general proficiency examinations in mathematics all the
questions are patterned along the lines of those used in the cxc examination and each test follows the format of the examination itself the tests are clearly laid out to
enable ease of use and marking

Mathematics for CXC
2000

developed exclusively with the caribbean examinations council this study guide will provide you with the support to maximise your performance in csec information
technology written by a team of experts in the examination the syllabus and teachers this study guide covers all the essential information in an easy to use double
page spread format each topic begins with key learning outcomes and contains a range of features to enhance your study of the subject

Multiple Choice Practice Tests in Mathematics for CXC
2019-07-18

developed exclusively with the caribbean examinations council this study guide will provide you with the support to maximise your performance in csec principles of



accounts written by a team of experts in the examination the syllabus and teaching thsi study guide covers all the essential information in an easy to use double page
spread format each topic begins with key learning outcomes and contains a range of features to help you enhance your study of the subject

CXC Study Guide: Information Technology for CSEC®
2019-12-19

written by experienced teachers and experts building and furniture technology for csec takes a skills led approach it concentrates on the development of skills critical
thinking and teamwork providing a firm foundation for the sba further study and beyond

CXC Study Guide: Principles of Accounts for CSEC®
2017-02-09

compiled with the approval of the caribbean examinations council by editors who have served as csec english panel members this edition meets the requirements of
the latest csec syllabuses a and b in english it includes all the prescribed poems to help students prepare effectively for the csec examination stimulate an interest in
and enjoyment of poetry with a selection of poems across a wide range of themes and subjects a balance of well known poems from the past as well as more recent
works and a selection from the caribbean and the rest of the world provoke discussion and help student s analysis with notes on each poem questions and a useful
checklist includes practical guidance for students on how to tackle examination questions with examples of model answers for reference

CXC Study Guide: Building and Furniture Technology for CSEC®
2005-05-12

developed exclusively with the caribbean examinations council this study guide provides you with additional support to maximise your performance in cape
communication studies written by an experienced team of teachers and experts in the syllabus and the examination this study guide covers all the key elements of
the syllabus in an easy to use double page format with a range of features designed to enhance study features include activities and tips as well as examination
practice and sample answers to build assessment confidence

A World of for CSEC
2010

space a children s encyclopedia is completely revised and updated for 2020 with new images and information to cover the latest developments in all things space y
from space travel and exploration to the wonders of the solar system such as the moon and the sun and the mysteries of the universe such as dark matter and black



holes this ebook covers all you need to know about the cosmos the most up to date images from space agencies such as nasa and esa combine with info panels
timelines interviews diagrams and activities you can do at home to help you understand the majesty and wonder of space learn about the space race the apollo moon
landings the voyager craft that first probed the outer planets and have now left the solar system the hubble telescope and the international space station iss the state
of the art science laboratory orbiting earth as well as future missions space tourism and the latest discoveries in the furthest reaches of our galaxy discover how to
work out the constellations and where to look for prominent stars and planets in the night sky such as venus and mars and how galaxies such as our milky way work
and were formed part of a series of best selling encyclopedias for children space a children s encyclopedia is a rocket ride from the beginning of time to the near
future and from planet earth out to the furthest reaches of the universe

The Practice of Assessment in Music Education
2016-07-14

from the moon sun and planets of our solar system to space exploration black holes and dark matter this completely revised and updated children s encyclopedia
covers all you need to know about the cosmos the most up to date images from space agencies such as nasa and esa combine with info panels timelines interviews
diagrams and activities you can do at home to help you understand the majesty and wonder of space learn about the space race the apollo moon landings the
voyager craft that first probed the outer planets the hubble telescope and the international space station iss the state of the art laboratory orbiting earth find out
about future missions space tourism and the latest discoveries in the furthest reaches of our galaxy discover how to find constellations and where to look for stars and
planets including venus and mars in the night sky learn how galaxies such as our milky way were formed part of a series of best selling encyclopedias for children
space a children s encyclopedia is a rocket ride from the beginning of time to the near future and from planet earth out to the furthest reaches of the universe

CXC Study Guide: Communications Studies for CAPE®
2020-08-06

in this new century mankind faces ever more challenging environmental and publichealthproblems suchaspollution invasionbyexoticspecies theem gence of new
diseases or the emergence of diseases into new regions west nile virus sars anthrax etc andtheresurgenceofexistingdiseases in uenza malaria tb hiv aids etc
mathematical models have been successfully used to study many biological epidemiological and medical problems and nonlinear and complex dynamics have been
observed in all of those contexts mathematical studies have helped us not only to better understand these problems but also to nd solutions in some cases such as
the prediction and control of sars outbreaks understanding hiv infection and the investi tion of antibiotic resistant infections in hospitals
structuredpopulationmodelsdistinguishindividualsfromoneanother cording to characteristics such as age size location status and movement to determine the birth
growth and death rates interaction with each other and with environment infectivity etc the goal of structured population models is to understand how these
characteristics a ect the dynamics of these models and thus the outcomes and consequences of the biological and epidemiolo cal processes there is a very large and
growing body of literature on these topics this book deals with the recent and important advances in the study of structured population models in biology and
epidemiology there are six chapters in this book written by leading researchers in these areas



Space
2020-08-18

fully meets the requirements of the latest csec syllabus complete coverage of the core options plus the options in communications tourism and consumer affairs
including co operatives practical guidance on how to approach the school based assessment and on the alternative to the school based assessment activities develop
social studies skills and exam practice questions help students prepare for their exam

Space A Visual Encyclopedia
2008-04-12

developed exclusively with the caribbean examinations council this study guide will provide you with the support to maximise your performance in csec english b
written by a team of experts in the syllabus and the examination this study guide covers all the essential information in an easy to use double page spread format
and also with online support each topic begins with key learning outcomes and contains a range of features to enhance your study of the subject

Structured Population Models in Biology and Epidemiology
2002

this concise revision guide offers complete coverage of the csec integrated science syllabus features includes checkpoints to test yourself answers exam questions
annotated study diagrams and examiner s tips to get inside information on scoring high marks

Social Studies for the Caribbean
2017-10-05

principles of accounts is a major new textbook which provides in depth coverage of all aspects of the cxc principles of accounts and book keeping syllabuses at basic
and general levels it is also an invaluable resource book for students preparing for advanced level accounting and for those taking accounting examinations with
other examining bodies emphasis is placed on a clear thorough step by step presentation suitable for both classroom use and self study worked examples of typical
exam style questions reinforce the text and illustrate the layout of different kinds of accounts numerous exercises in each chapter give students plenty of practice on
questions based on cxc requirements selected answers are given at the back of the book



CXC Study Guide: English B for CSEC®
2004

written by experienced teachers and experts technical drawing for csec takes a skills led approach it concentrates on the development of skills critical thinking and
teamwork providing a firm foundation for the sba further study and beyond

Integrated Science - a Concise Revision Guide for CXC
1988-07-29

written for use in secondary and commercial schools throughout the caribbean this book is primarily designed for students preparing for the caribbean examinations
council cxc examinations as well as other examinations in business studies and will also prove useful to those wishing to know something about the world of business
today

Principles of Accounts (Cxc)
2016-07-28

developed exclusively with the caribbean examinations council this study guide will provide you with the support to maximise your performance in csec integrated
science written by a team of experts in the syllabus and the examination this study guide covers all the essential information in an easy to use double page spread
format each topic begins with key learning outcomes and contains a range of features to enhance your study of the subject

CXC Study Guide: Technical Drawing for CSEC®
2001-08-23

developed exclusively with the caribbean examinations council this study guide will provide you with the support to maximise your performance in csec principles of
business written by a team of experts in the examination the syllabus and teachers this study guide covers all the essential information in an easy to use double page
spread format each topics begins with key learning outcomes and contains a range of features to enhance your study of the subject

Principles of Business for Cxc
2017-02-09



for cxc students who want to prepare fully for their exams cxc study guides are a series of titles that provide students with additional support to pass the exam cxc
study guides are a unique product that have been written by experienced examiners at cxc and carry the board s exclusive branding

CXC Study Guide: Integrated Science for CSEC®
2019-12-19

developed exclusively with the caribbean examinations council this study guide provides you with support to maximise your performance in csec physical education
and sport written by teachers examiners and experts in the field it covers all the elements of the syllabus in the examination in an easy to use double page spread
format and a range of features designed to enhance study features include activities and tips as well as examination practice and sample answers to build
assessment confidence

CXC Study Guide: Principles of Business for CSEC®
2018-08-23

developed exclusively with the caribbean examinations council this study guide will provide you with the support to maximise your performance in csec mathematics
written by a team of experts in the syllabus and the examination this study guide covers all the essential information in an easy to use double page spread format
and with online support each topic begins with key learning outcomes and contains a range of features to enhance your study of the subject

CXC Study Guide: Caribbean History for CSEC®
2016-06-09

oxford mathematics for the caribbean has been updated to cater for the needs of the classroom in the 21st century features of each book in the series include prior
learning points fully differentiated exercises to cater for a wide range of ability activities and investigations to encourage mathematical thinking summaries of the
main points of each unit with questions to check understanding so that students can test themselves and regular revision exercises to help monitor progress the
series is intended for secondary school pupils studying for the caribbean examinations council cxc examinations in mathematics

CXC Study Guide: Physical Education and Sport for CSEC®
2017-07-13

durante largo tiempo los agujeros negros vivieron solo en las pizarras de los físicos teóricos pero en las últimas décadas se han obtenido pruebas irrefutables de su
existencia son lugares en los que la gravedad se hace tan extrema que se produce una profunda distorsión del espacio y el tiempo hasta hacerlos irreconocibles



vacíos capaces de atrapar en su interior cualquier masa incluida la luz

CXC Study Guide: Mathematics for CSEC®
2000

el gran espectÁculo del cosmos vivimos en una auténtica edad de oro de la exploración los observatorios de última generación han cartografiado las regiones más
alejadas del cosmos y las sondas espaciales nos han permitido contemplar de primera mano el sistema solar galaxia nos descubre la nueva y asombrosa visión del
universo resultante de esos avances

Oxford Mathematics for the Caribbean
2019-04-18

the present book cases of assessment in mathematics education is one of two studies resulting from an icmi study conference on assessment in mathematics
education and its effects the book which is published in the series of icmi studies under the general editorship of the president and secretary of icmi is closely related
to another study resulting from the same conference investigations into assessment in mathematics education niss 1992 the two books although originating from the
same sources and having the same editor emphasize different aspects of assessment in mathematics education and can be read independently of one another while
the present book is devoted to presenting and discussing cases of assessment that are actually implemented the other study attempts to critically analyze general
and principal aspects of assessment naturally the content of either book is enriched by the materials and perspectives provided by the other one in order to put this
book and its background into context the nature and scope of the icmi studies are outlined briefly below

Los agujeros negros
2018-11-08

Galaxia
2013-04-17



Cases of Assessment in Mathematics Education
1912

Kelly's Directory of Merchants, Manufacturers and Shippers
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